Cats Catwalk, Garden Cat: Furry Fun Fashion For Felines

Cats Catwalk is a beautiful book of fashion
cats revealing a myriad of fashionable furs
as no other cat book can. This is a fun book
to read, although not hilarious, you will
chuckle along the caddy fashion remarks,
their pet peeves, likes and hobbies.
Cats Catwalk - Garden Cat is a fun book
for kids of all ages. Kitty cats have never
been so fashionable! Here you will find
painted cats, cute kittens, elegant cat fur
designs and many other fun things one
should find in fun kid books.
Garden Cat is one of six fun books
spotlighting thirty-six cats, six kitty-cats
per book. Inside Garden Cat you will find
six fashion-furrward furrlines, each
modeling four tattooed furs of the same
design. These fashionable kitty-cats will
show you how much fun it is to play with
fur. Among the funny books and cute
animal books you can find cute books
about dressing kittens and cats but none
have the distinction of decorating the
kitty-cats in this manner. Children animal
books will never be the same.
Each
beautiful kitties fur design has been
meticulously created to fit the individual
cats purrsonality to maximize the feline
look for this collection of fabulous kitty cat
books. Each design was done for an
individual garden cat in mind:
Cocos design is for the tomboyish type of
darker fur.
Daisys shower of
flowers is a design for the more delicate
cat.
Sunflowers in the Vase is a
must for the posing garden kitty.
Heaths bouquet is an extraordinary fur dye
to complement indoor or outdoor cats.
Lillys artistic display of blooms is for
the purely ornamental cat.
Cherry Bees is a simple array of blossoms
for the show kitty-cats only. Cats Catwalk
is one of the few cute cat books for
fashionable cats. It all started when I, the
fur designer decided to create a cat fashion
style guide and a series of kitten books to
go with it. The real cats were not too
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cooperative in this endeavor, so I tried
dressing a digital cat, but this too was not
to be. So I repurpose the idea and this line
of furs manifested in great splendor. In a
world where your daily wear is always the
same, this is an extraordinary event where
felines can change their look with a simple
or complicated lick resistant fur dye. Who
said that kitties could not change their
spots or get some new ones. This is a fun
furry fashion adventure so why dont you
come along.
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